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We plan to explore the full potential of Belle II to search for GeV-scale hidden sectors with long-

lived particles. This requires the development of new search strategies for charged and neutral final

states, including new reconstruction algorithms and optimized triggers. Motivated by the particle

dark matter hypothesis, we plan to define simple models as representatives of a mechanism that

sets the relic abundance in the early universe, like co-scattering or freeze-in. Based on these models,

we predict typical signatures with long-lived particles that guide the new searches at Belle II. In

addition we plan to explore the reach of a dedicated long-lived particle project called GAZELLE.

This detector would be placed O(10m) away from the Belle II interaction point.

Belle II is expected to be able to probe phenomenologically interesting new physics scenarios with long-lived particles13

(LLPs). We plan to focus on hidden sectors of new particles in the MeV to GeV range and explore the full range of LLP14

signatures at Belle II. While such hidden sectors are predicted in many extensions of the standard model (SM) [1],15

in this LoI we base our predictions on feebly-interacting dark matter. Viable scenarios of GeV-scale dark matter16

often require suppressed couplings to standard model particles, in order to obtain the observed relic abundance from17

freeze-out via co-annihilation [2] or co-scattering [3], or from freeze-in [4]. By searching for long-lived mediators of18

such a new force at Belle II, we may learn about dark matter production in the early universe. Previous searches19

for hidden sectors at e+e� experiments have focused mostly on final states with prompt particles or missing energy.20

These categories probe mediators that are heavy and/or strongly coupled (prompt decays), or mediators that either21

decay into dark matter or are so light that they leave the detector before decaying (missing energy). Signatures with22

long-lived particles, in turn, probe mediators with displaced decays to visible particles, as they are predicted in viable23

scenarios of dark matter. Searches for visible displaced decays of long-lived mediators bridge the existing sensitivity24

gap in regions that cannot be accessed by searches for prompt decays or missing energy.25

LONG-LIVED PARTICLES IN BELLE II26

Depending on the interactions with the standard model, mediators � can be produced in different processes at27

Belle II. Mediators with lepton couplings can be produced directly through e+e� ! � [2, 3, 5, 6], while mediators28

with couplings to quarks can be produced via ⌥ decays, ⌥ ! �X [4], or in meson or decays like M1 ! M2� [7–9].29

The LLP is not necessarily the mediator of the dark force, but can also be an additional state from a larger dark30

sector, as for instance in models for inelastic dark matter [2]. The decay modes of a mediator are model-dependent31

and allow us to probe a large variety of possible interactions. We classify these in terms of the signatures we expect32

at Belle II (see Fig. 1 left). It should be noted that Belle II has very good sensitivity for fully invisible LLP decays33

(e+e� ! � + inv., B ! K⌫⌫̄, B ! inv., ⌥ ! inv., ...) [10], which sometimes offer an alternative way to look for the34

same physics.35

Belle II offers a uniquely clean environment to probe B decays with LLPs by reconstructing the full final state (see36

Fig. 1 right). On the other hand, if LLPs are produced directly in e+e� collisions, Belle II track-triggers are currently37

not sensitive to the displaced vertex. Instead the events must be triggered on associated particles such as initial-state38

radiation photons. Note that LLPs from B meson decays are generally triggered with high efficiency by the prompt39

decay products of the other B in the event, that Belle II does not have a missing energy trigger, and that Belle II40

calorimeter hardware cluster triggers are very efficient also for displaced photons (but they have no discrimination41

power on whether the event contained a displaced photon).42

43
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LLPs in Belle II
3Belle II Detector (Torben Ferber) 19
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Detector positioning
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Detector positions
6

A

A

babyGAZELLE 
4×4×4m cube
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Detector positions
7

B2

L-GAZELLE 
B1: 6×16×24 m 
B2: 26×16×3 m
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Detector positions
8

GODZILLA (ground level outside Tsukuba hall) 
C: 25×10×50 m

C
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Signatures: Signal
10

LLP → ℓ+ℓ−
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Signatures: Background
11

produced in primary e+e- collision secondaries from particles produced 
in primary e+e- collision

cosmic rays

μ± → e±νν (cosmic)

μ + A → K0
L X

K0
L → π±ℓ∓ν

μ + A → K0
S X

K0
S → π±π∓

K0
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+ neutrons from beam background?
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Overview
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Detector technology
• Baseline 6 tracking stations, 3 tracking layers 

each, 2 tracking planes (x-y, u-v) 

• No magnetic field 

• Tracking O(10cm) “pixels”  

• Timing O(500ps) 

• Optional: Calorimeter? Converterplates? PID? 

• Synchronize with Belle II readout:  

• trigger GAZELLE with Belle II (and vice 
versa?) 

• Unique but also hardest to study:  
exploit known e+e- kinematics 

13
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Event displays for signal and background
14
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Observables
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Observables
16

• track direction: from inter-station timing 

• absolute timing: from all station timings and time consistency of both tracks 

• plane to IP: distance of V0 plane to the e+e- collision point 

• opening angle: correlated with LLP boost, usually small 

• pointing direction: V0 children direction pointing back to e+e- collision point 

• hits before vertex: hits not used in track fits 

• Belle II: synchronized events, rejects charged particles with >99% efficiency 

• shielding: additional concrete shielding close to GAZELLE 

• veto: high efficiency, good timing to reject entering muons

LLP → ℓ+ℓ−
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Observables for B→Ka
17

preliminary
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Observables for B→Ka: Mass reconstruction
18

D. Curtin, M. Peskin, Phys. Rev. D 97, 015006
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Figure 3: Kinematics of the two-body decay of an LLP: The left-hand figure shows the
angles ✓1, ✓2; the right-hand figure illustrates the boost back to the LLP rest frame in
which the 2 products are back-to-back. Note that p̂i or p̂i(�X) denote momentum vectors
normalized to unit length in each frame. For convenience we work in the coordinate system
where p̂X is along the z-axis and the decay products are in the (x, z) plane (far right).

3.2 Measurement of the LLP mass

Now we discuss the determination of the LLP mass. It is crucial that the decay
vertex can be precisely located within the MATHUSLA decay volume. Since the LLP
X originates from the nearby LHC collision region, the vector from the point of origin
to the decay vertex is very well known. This allows the velocity �X of the LLP to be
found from the geometry of the decay.

Consider first a decay to 2 final-state charged particles, such as ee or µµ. Let ✓1
and ✓2 be the angles of the two decay products with respect to the X direction, as
shown in Fig. 3. The 4-vectors of the two products then have the form

pi = Ei(1,±�i sin ✓i, 0, �i cos ✓i) , i = 1, 2 (1)

with ✓1 and ✓2 both positive quantities and E1�1 sin ✓1 = E2�2 sin ✓2 by momentum
balance. Since all components are known up to a an overall prefactor, we can boost
both pi back along the direction of pX until they are back-to-back, recovering the
LLP rest frame. This yields

�X =
�1�2 sin(✓1 + ✓2)

�1 sin ✓1 + �2 sin ✓2
. (2)

Since the distance of the LLP decay to the LHC interaction point is much greater
than the distance to the tracking planes, the precision of the measured angles ✓1, ✓2
is simply the precision of the measured angles between the tracks and the trackers,
about 0.2% for ✓i ⇠ O(1) and approximately independent of the uncertainty on the
displaced vertex location [51]. For the two-body decays we consider, the products
will be relativistic, with �i close to 1. This makes the error induced by assuming
that �i = 1 negligible. In any case, the timing of the MATHUSLA detector tracking
elements allows each �i to be measured to 5% or better.
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Background rejection
19

μ DIF  
(cosmic / coll.) random tracks K0L from μ 

(cosmic / coll.)
K0S from μ 

(cosmic / coll.)

track direction + - - -

absolute timing +/- - +/- +/-

plane to IP +/- - + +

opening angle very large - - -

pointing direction + - + +

hits before vertex - + - -

Belle II -/+ + -/+ -/+

shielding -*/reduced reduced -*/reduced -*/increased(!)
veto + + - -

+: rejection power

-: no rejection power

* (almost) no shielding from above possible
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Summary
• GAZELLE is a possible new sub-detector for Belle II for GeV-range LLPs 

• (some of the) open questions being studied now: 

• μ+A→K0L+X is a very rare process: How to simulate? How good is GEANT4? 

• Cosmic rejection requires multiple combined rejection methods using timing and 
kinematics rejection. Are the methods orthogonal? 

• Can the fiducial volume be extended into the experimental hall? 

• Unique features: 

• Belle II and GAZELLE are physically close: Common DAQ and trigger system to reject 
backgrounds 

• Mass determination using the full Belle II reconstruction is extremely powerful  
(overconstraint kinematic fits!)

20
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